Gemini North Observatory with support building in foreground
Rooftop obstructions #1 thru #4
Obstruction #1
To be relocated by Gemini

Obstruction #2
Obstruction #4 (outside of PV field)
Gemini shall remove these obstructions too!
South Southwest Exterior Wall
South Southeast Exterior Wall w/ Entrance Way & Rooftop Access Ladder shown
South East Exterior Corner

Good location for staging equipment to transfer panels to rooftop
North East Exterior Corner

Alternative location for staging equipment to transfer panels to rooftop
Typical Standing Seam on 12” centers
Proposed location of (6) ea Decentralized Inverters located inside our Plant Room Exhaust Tunnel. Gemini to remove existing pipe rack and replace with new Inverter Rack.
SEISMIC JOINT shown in yellow
ALL raceways crossing seismic joint to have
a 3 ft section of liquid-tight flexible conduit
GN Switching Gear
GN Switching Gear

Proposed wall mounted PV System Disconnect
Your Next Job Site?